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Executive Summary
During the first week of May 2017, we distributed approximately 160 surveys to riders of
the Chicago Dash. By the end of the week, we collected 155 survey responses. The
survey primarily measured how riders use the Dash, how they learned about the service,
and why they choose to live in Valparaiso. This report includes details on the survey
results, recommendations for improvement, and a Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities
and Threat (SWOT) analysis for the Chicago Dash.
Riders use the Dash as a round-trip service 93% of the time, and 11% of the riders use an
additional form of public transit after arriving in Chicago. Prior to using the Dash, almost
half of riders used the South Shore Line, and 76% of riders heard of the Dash through
word of mouth sources. The primary reason people live in Valparaiso and commute to
Chicago is to be closer to family members, while the secondary and tertiary reasons are
better housing options and higher purchasing power, respectively. Better school districts
came in as the 4th most common choice. Demographically, rider personal income is over
50% higher than median household income for the city of Valparaiso.
Through the course of the study, we explored options of increasing ridership and rider
satisfaction. We also looked at ways for the city of Valparaiso to better leverage this
information for economic development purposes and future development efforts. To
improve Dash ridership levels, we recognized opportunities to encourage pre-tax transit
incentives and to list route information online where people are likely to search for transit
choices.
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Introduction

We distributed and collected surveys to Chicago Dash riders from May 1st until May 5th.
We had 155 responses during the week with surveys handed out Monday through
Thursday and collected through Friday. The responses per bus number were tilted slightly
towards Bus #1 and Bus #4.

Figure 1: Dash Riders by Bus
Q: Bus Number

5:50 AM Depart

Bus #1

41 Responses

6:20 AM Depart

Bus #2

35 Responses

6:40 AM Depart

Bus #3

37 Responses

7:15 AM Depart

Bus #4

44 Responses
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Rider Demographics
Industry

The industries for Dash riders lean heavily towards Professional/Business Services,
Financial Services, and Information Technology with these three industries representing
62.33% of all riders.

Figure 2: Dash Riders by Industry
Q: Which of the following best describes your industry?

28.66%

19.11%
16.56%
12.10%

5.10%
3.18%

2.55%

2.55%

1.91%

1.91%

0.27%
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0.64%

Rider Demographics
Personal Income Range

Riders commuting to Chicago on the Dash tend to be traveling for higher paying jobs.
The spread of the riders are as follows: 23% of riders in the $75,000-$99,999, 24% of
riders in the $100,000-$149,999 range, and 13% in the $150,000 and higher range. A
total of 61% of respondents make over $75,000 in personal income. This is a positive
because it means while people are commuting to Chicago for these jobs, they are still
active members in the Valparaiso economy.
Figure 3: Dash Riders by Personal Income
Q: What is your personal income range?
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Rider Demographics
Why Valparaiso?
"More affordable rent here
as opposed to Chicago"
"A small town is just
better for the kids"
"I grew up here"

Despite almost all riders commuting to work in Chicago,
only 12% have plans to leave Valparaiso and live elsewhere
within the next 3 years. For reasons why riders live in
Valparaiso, the results point to being close to family, better
housing options, and higher purchasing power. The total
number of riders (out of 155) that selected each reason are
illustrated in the chart below. Most riders chose the options
closer to family members and better housing options. Higher
purchasing power was also one of the largest factors.

Figure 3: Reasons Why Riders Chose Valparaiso
Q: What encourages you to live in Valparaiso, rather than Chicago?
Riders selected any of the following options that applied.

Closer to Family Members

89

Better Housing Options

84

Higher Purchasing Power

74

Better School Districts

54

Better Social
18
Opportunities
Respondent Does Not
3
Live in Valparaiso
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Dash Usage
Frequency of Use
The vast majority of riders are using the Chicago Dash to commute daily to work. 49% of
riders travel five days per week while 27% travel three to four days per week with many
using Friday’s to work from home. Almost all riders (93%) are using the Chicago Dash as
a round trip service. As a result, few riders take another means of transportation to return
to Valparaiso and few are using the Dash as a one-way service. Riders almost exclusively
purchased monthly and 10-ride passes. Only 7% of riders purchased one-way tickets.
Figure 4: Average Dash Ridership

Figure 5: Tickets

Q: About how often do you ride the Dash?

Q: What type of ticket do you typically purchase?

Once in Awhile
7%

OneWay/RoundTrip
7%

1-2 Days
16%

5 Days
50%

Monthly Pass
47%
10-Ride Pass
45%

3-4 Days
27%

Post Dash Ride Commuting Options
The riders that used other forms of transit after exiting the Chicago Dash mostly used the
CTA to reach their final destination.
Figure 6: Methods Used Prior to Dash
Q: Do you take alternative transit options after riding
the Dash?

Figure 7: Tickets
Q: What alternative transit option do you rely on after riding
the Dash?

Number of Riders

Yes
11%

9
CTA
Chicago Divvy Bikes
Hospital Shuttle
Public Transportation
Taxi Cab

No
89%
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Dash Usage
Final Outbound Destination

The vast majority of riders work within walking distance from one of the three Dash drop off
locations and don’t use any other form of transit after exiting the Chicago Dash. The majority
of final destinations are approximately half of a mile from a stop. The map below highlights the
final destinations of the riders, while color coordinating by type of ticket used/purchased. The
bus stop locations are on the map as well.
Figure 8: Outbound Destinations
Q: What is the address of your final destination?

Recommendation 1- Consider adding a stop on Madison Street.

"Pretty good as is, serves
1
needs adequately"
"All is good"
"Great service"
"Love it!!!"
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Marketing
Word of Mouth

Word of mouth presents the highest level of exposure for the existing riders. Online
resources show to be twice as effective compared to print, and 7.5 times more effective
than television commercials. This creates opportunities for referral-based promotions.
Figure 9: Marketing Methods
Q: How did you first discover the Dash?

76.43%

Word of Mouth

Online Resources 9.55%

Newspaper AD
TV AD

4.46%

3.18%

Recommendation 2- Add pickup, drop off, and time locations to Google Transit. This
would place transit and commute information on Google Maps for prospective commuters
when they’re searching for directions/times.
Recommendation 3- Replace television
and print campaigns with 2a test of online
5
advertising campaigns through Facebook and Google Adwords.
Recommendation 4- Create marketing material, for posting online, explaining the ways to
commute to Chicago from Valparaiso. Include the South Shore Line, the Chicago Dash,
driving a personal vehicle, and using van pools. The benefits of using the Dash should
attract the right audience. This can also be shared with Realtor associations, to help
answer questions from prospective individuals moving to Valparaiso.

Unique National Approach
Recommendation 5- Host and promote an annual Driver Appreciation Week. This would
serve as a way to highlight the driver/rider experiences to potential riders, while also giving
riders a way to invest more into their experience. From Longview, WA, outside of
Portland, OR.
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Rider Satisfaction
Departures and Arrival Times

Many riders were satisfied with the Chicago Dash times. 75% of riders selected no
change when asked about an outbound (to Chicago) Dash time adjustment. However,
only 50% of riders selected no change for the inbound (to Valpo) time adjustment. 25% of
riders chose later for inbound times and 19% of riders chose earlier while 4% chose
multiple. People selecting multiple and the split in outbound times may point to riders
wanting more bus times (which were reflected in the qualitative data as well).
Figure 10: To Chicago Time Adjustment
Q: How do the outbound (to Chicago) times need to be adjusted?

74.52%

12.10%
Earlier

9.55%

1.27%

Multiple

Later

No Change

Figure 11: To Valparaiso Time Adjustment
Q: How do the inbound (to Valparaiso) times need to be adjusted?

5

46.68%

2

24.84%
Earlier

19.55%

4.55%

Later

Multiple

No Change

"Additional times to
Valparaiso needed"

"More AM buses at
varying times"

"I feel that a mid day run
on Friday's would help
those with summer
hours"

"An earlier bus so you can get
home after school for kids; a
later bus for those that work
past 6PM"
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Rider Satisfaction
Pre-Tax Incentives
45% of riders take advantage of pre-tax transit programs and 60% of rider’s employers offer
transit incentives.
Figure 12: Transit Incentives

Figure 13: Riders that Use Transit Incentives

Q: Does your employer offer transit incentives?

Q: Do you use pre-tax programs to purchase tickets?

No
7%

Not Sure
31%

Yes
46%

No
53%
Yes
62%

Not Sure
1%

Figure 14: Use Case of Transit Incentives
For riders using the Dash at least 3 days a week

Recommendation 6 – Share
information about WageWorks and
pre-tax commuting dollars to existing
riders. Riders who use pretax dollars,
and commute 3 to 5 times per week
are 39% more likely to purchase a
monthly pass than 10 ride packs. This
could improve overall revenue
consistency for the Dash.

43

27

26
18

Monthly Pass

10-Ride Pass

Uses Pre-tax incentives
Does not use Pre-tax incentives
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Rider Satisfaction
Online Tickets
Each respondent was asked if they would purchase tickets online if given the opportunity
(tickets are currently only sold at the ticket office). 79% of respondents chose "Yes".
Figure 15: Online Ticket
Q: If given the opportunity, would you purchase tickets online?

Not Sure
Not Sure
13%
15%

No
No
5%
5%

Yes
79%

Yes
81%

Electronic tickets, better
communication use of
technology"
"Waiting in line for paper
ticket and manual issue is
frustrating"

"When you are
standing there waiting
(sometimes in the
freezing cold), we
have no way of
knowing if it is 2min or
30min"

"Easier way to
purchase monthly
passes"
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Rider Satisfaction
"Wifi connection- if you
advertise it, it should work"
"I spend over 3 hours
commuting and wifi helps
me get work done"
"Clearer text message alerts
and better communication
would be helpful"

"Never know exactly when
the bus is coming,
something the CTA in
Chicago does is have an app
where you can track the bus"

Qualitative Comment Responses
Riders were also given a section on the survey where they
could write in any suggestions that they may have. The
most frequently occurring topics were: better and more
reliable WIFI, later bus times for those who work late and
potentially adding a 5th bus, an early returning bus for
Friday’s and maybe one weekend bus, changing the fact
that the Dash doesn’t accept some transit incentives and
WageWorks, better communication on when bus will be
late, online website or an app for tickets, and more
parking spaces.

Recommendation 7- Promote use of bus tracker
app, DoubleMap. Most commuters expressed a
desire for better communication on bus delays.
Current riders appear to be relying on email
updates that do not include real time tracking.
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Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats
Strengths

Consistent daily ridership with 93% of responders using the Dash on a weekly basis.
Riders are bringing Chicago-level incomes into Valparaiso, with 61% of respondents earning
personal income of more than $75,000 per year. For reference, the median household income
for Valparaiso is $49,656.
Riders are choosing to live in Valparaiso while working careers that would be harder to find in
the the Northwest Indiana market.
Strong rapport was apparent between most drivers and daily riders. This level of customer
service is one way to differentiate Valparaiso from Chicago suburbs.
Rider alert mailing and texting list has 638 active subscribers, which can be utilized to
improve service, market upcoming improvements in the city, and highlight future
opportunities.

Weaknesses

Wi-Fi performance is the most common concern from riders.
Service routes are not currently listed on Google or Apple transit maps. This makes the
Dash harder to find for new potential riders.
Potential riders who start work at 7am are unable to arrive in Chicago before 7am.
Newspaper and Television marketing campaigns show limited impact on ridership levels.
There is no data collection standards for web traffic, repeat rider statistics, and reasons why
riders stop using the Dash.
With only 4 bus route times, it is not practical to make schedule adjustments for the summer,
holidays, or special events. The can force riders to take the South Shore Line or drive
instead.
There is currently no link between the South Shore Line and Valpo Transit which limits the
Dash for those who may work longer hours. With younger professionals preferring more
flexible hours, the lack of a late return bus could limit their participation in the Dash.
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Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats
Opportunities

Lead a marketing campaign with current riders to use WageWorks and other pre-tax
programs. Riders using pre-tax dollar transit purchases have a 39% higher likelihood to
purchase monthly passes instead of 10-ride packs.
Add transit details to Google Maps to expose a wider audience to the ChicaGo Dash service.
Coordinate with transit programs in cities such as Ithaca, New York, Grand Rapids, Michigan
or cities with RideRight contracts for bulk-discounts on future bus purchases.
Invite Dash riders to participate in the local economy even more. This can be done through
cross promotions with Valparaiso Events, the Valparaiso Retailers Association, the
Valparaiso Chamber of Commerce and Valparaiso dining. This cross promotion can both
expand ChicaGo Dash awareness while further engaging Dash riders in the local economy.
Lead a marketing campaign with current riders to share awareness of the bus tracking app,
and to signup for alerts, notifications, and upcoming changes.
Enable online ticket sales for automatically-recurring monthly passes and 10-ride packs.
This could increase revenue consistency while decreasing delays for riders purchasing
tickets.
Extend time between buses leaving Chicago to allow more options for riders heading back to
Valparaiso.
Consider running one V-Line bus from the Portage South Shore station after the Eastbound
train arrives at 8:30pm. This one late return route can open service to a larger range of
commuters. Picking up at the Portage stop instead of the Chesterton stop would save
approximately 10 minutes of commute time per day.

Threats
Heavy reliance on federal funding for route expansion could limit growth. This can be
especially limiting when preparing for Bus Service Expansion developments on
South Campbell Street.
Increased operating costs as RideRight Contract gets renewed.
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Recommendations
Recommendation 1- Consider adding a stop on Madison Street.
Recommendation 2- Add pickup, drop off, and time locations to Google Transit.
This would place transit and commute information on Google Maps for
prospective commuters when they’re searching for directions/times.
Recommendation 3- Replace television and print campaigns with a test of online
advertising campaigns through Facebook and Google Adwords.
Recommendation 4- Create marketing material, for posting online, explaining the
ways to commute to Chicago from Valparaiso. Include the South Shore Line, the
Chicago Dash, driving a personal vehicle, and using van pools. The benefits of
using the Dash should attract the right audience. This can also be shared with
Realtor associations, to help answer questions from prospective individuals
moving to Valparaiso.
Recommendation 5- Host and promote an annual Driver Appreciation Week. This
would serve as a way to highlight the positive rider experiences to potential
riders, while also giving current riders a way to invest more into their
experience. From Longview, WA, outside of Portland, OR
Recommendation 6 – Share information about WageWorks and pre-tax
commuting dollars to existing riders. Riders who use pretax dollars, and
commute 3 to 5 times per week are 39% more likely to purchase a monthly pass
than 10 ride packs. This could improve overall revenue consistency for the Dash.
Recommendation 7- Promote use of bus tracker app, DoubleMap. Most
commuters expressed a desire for better communication on bus delays. Current
riders appear to be relying on email updates that do not include real time
tracking.
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